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Abstract 
 Air pollution is to blame for several health issues within the urban areas. The urban air info free by the globe 

Health Organization in September 2017 according that city has exceeded the most PM10. Conveyance 

emissions and industrial activities were found to be related to indoor as well as outside pollution in city. The 

increasing traffic in urban sectors ends up in emission of harmful gases thereby increasing pollution levels 

which incorporates dioxide (NO2), dioxide (SO2), Carbon Monoxide(CO), Ozone (O3), particulate (PM2:5). 

The necessity for a solution to travel healthily for daily activities becomes an area of importance. This project 

proposes a model wherever ambivalent Air Quality Index is monitored and therefore suggesting path having the 

smallest amount pollution to travel. Dijkstra rule is employed to defend the shortest path from supply to 

destination and at the same time evaluating the air quality index and guiding optimal path as result. This model 

are often utilized by ambulances and cabs. This model are often considered as a success towards healthy 

manner. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

  Over the past years the development and urbanization in India has led to increase in air pollution. Rapid 

Urbanization has resulted in sustained degradation of environmental quality parameters. It is important to keep 

track of various environmental pollution indices so that the realistic models can be developed and relevant 

public policies can be created. Pollution refers to the contamination of the earth’s environment with materials 

that interfere with human health, quality of life or the natural functioning of the ecosystems. The major forms of 

pollution include water pollution, air pollution, noise pollution and soil contamination. Other less recognised 

forms include thermal pollution and radioactive hazards. Therefore, here we present a model that returns an 

optimal route considering acceptable air pollution index limits. Propose system provide such a path which will 

have the least air pollution at that point of time. 

An idea of on-road air quality monitoring and control approach by proposing an agent based system for 

modeling the urban road network infrastructure, establishing the real time and predicted air pollution indexes in 

different road segments and generating recommendations and regulation proposals for road users. That network 

was represented by a weighted graph in which the edges weights evolve according to pollution indexes. 

 

 

II. EXISTING SYSTEM 

- We separate the system into three varied leveled levels. On the principal level, we've a bent to look at a 

separate position issue of the thanks to convey daylight based totally controlled cluster heads which will limit 

general price and propose an expansion 1:61(1+ϵ)2-estimate calculation for the arrangement.  

- At that point, we've a bent to expand the separate issue into consistent house associate degreed build up 

Associate in Nursing repetitive calculation in light-weight of the Weiszfeld calculation. On the second level, 

we've a bent to make up a vitality alter inside the system and investigate the thanks to sustain such alter for 

remote fueled hubs once daylight is inaccessible. 

- we've a bent to likewise propose an expansion cluster head re-choice calculation. On the third level, we've a 

bent to initially take under consideration the visit arrangement issue by consolidating remote accusive of 

versatile data assortment during a} very joint visit. 
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II .PROPOSE SYSTEM 

- We at that point propose a polynomial-time developing with calculation to induce fitting hit focuses on 

sensors’ transmission limits for operation. For remote charging, we tend to tend to supply the versatile chargers 

largerability by permitting [*fr1] energize once vitality requests unit high. the matter finally ends up being a 

Linear Program. 

- By abusing its specific structure, we tend to tend to propose a productive calculation which will accomplish 

shut ideal arrangements. Our broad reenactment comes relating to associate exhibit that the crossbreed system 

can scale back battery consumption by twenty p.c and spare vehicles’ expense by twenty 5 p.c contrasted with 

past works.  

- By permitting halfway revive, battery exhaustion area unit usually in addition shrunken at barely expanded 

worth. The outcomes likewise advocate that we'll diminish the number of staggering expense transferable 

chargers by inflicting all the extra stripped effort sun based totally controlled sensors. 

 

 

IV. LITURATURE SURVEY 

  

1]. Air pollution levels have been rising at an alarming rate for the past ten years. The situation is considerably 

worse in developing nations, such as India. The average concentration of PM10 in  Delhi has increased by over 

66and 2010 and continues to increase further. Rising air pollution hasbeen shown to have a detrimental effect on 

human health. The first line of action is to sensitize pEople about the problem by informing them about the 

quality of air that they are breathing in their immediate vicinity. Unfortunately, India still lacks the infrastructure 

required to measure pollution at a granular scale. Most of the pollution monitoring stations are placed in regions 

of low population density, and hence, it is difficult to calculate the personal exposure to air pollution for most of 

the population. We evaluate our framework by estimating the pollution exposure for long trips undertaken by 

users, given the seed pollution values at a few spots. We find that greenery has more impact on pollution than 

traffic conditions. 

 

2]. Delhi was declared the most polluted city in the world in 2014 by the world health organisation. 

There are three major sources of pollution in Delhi namely road dust, industry and vehicles. Majority of the 

pollution is caused by road dust and industries. The Air Quality Index(AQI) is the standardised way of describi 

ng the level of pollutants and overall air quality. AQI is dependent on the measurement of eight pollutants. The 

traditio nal method used is linear interpolation where only one pollutant is considered to calculate AQI. This 

paper proposes a fuzzy interface system for the calculation of AQI usin g two pollutants with each having six 

linguistic variables. The system gives satisfactory results and can provide many solutions for industrial air 

pollution. 

 

3]. Air pollution leads to adverse effects on Human health, climate and ecosystem. Air is getting polluted 

because of release of Toxic gases by industries, vehicular emissions and increased concentration of harmful 

gases and particulate matter in the atmosphere. Particulate matter is one of the most important parameter having 

the significant contribution to the increase in air pollution. This creates a need for measurement and analysis of 

real-time air quality monitoring so that appropriate 

decisions can be taken in a timely period. This paper presents a real-time standalone air quality monitoring 

system which includes various parameters: PM 2.5, carbon monoxide, carbon dioxide, temperature, humidity 

and air pressure. Internet of Things is nowadays finding profound use in each and every sector, plays a key role 

in our air quality monitoring system too. Internet of Things converging with cloud computing offers a novel 

technique for better management of data coming from different sensors, collected and transmitted by low power, 

low cost ARM based minicomputer Raspberry pi. The system is tested in Delhi and the measurements are 

compared with the data provided by the local environment. 

 

4]. The cities in India are classified into Tier I, II and III based on population. Air pollution is an issue of major 

concern as it has adverse impact on human health and ecosystem. Air pollution is an issue of major concern as it 

has adverse impact on human health and ecosystem. Tier I cities in India have high levels of pollutants due to 

increased vehicles, industrial units etc. In the present work, the air quality data from New Delhi, Mumbai, 

Chennai and Bengaluru has been used. Initially, dimension reduction has been performed on the data. After that, 

the data has been de-seasonalized. Finally, a modified ARIMA model has been proposed which is applicable to 

numeric data streams. This is denoted as SDA (Streaming Data ARIMA). Principal Component Analysis (PCA) 
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has been used for dimensionality reduction. The results of SDA and ARIMA are compared with each other and 

also with GARCH Model and have been fo und to be very promising. 

 

5]. Air pollution is a challenging problem globally and the complete globe is facing the hazards caused by it. In 

the recent years, it draws an attention of all as it is directly related with the health concern of an individual. Air 

pollution is a big concern for Delhi. More than 15 million people are exposed to severely high pollutant 

concentrations. Air pollution have a high impact on the environment also. Government of Delhi performed a 

litmus test of vehicular emissions in the form of Odd-Even Scheme (15April 2016-30 April 2016). This paper 

deals with the estimation of regression coefficient, Hurst exponent, Fractal Dimension and Predictability Index 

of air pollutants NO, NO 2 , NO x , SO 2 , PM2.5 and the weather conditions relative humidity and temperature 

during (15April 2016-30 April 2016), pre (30 March 2016 -14 April 2016) and post Odd-Even Scheme (1 May 

2016-16 May 2016) in theDwarka area adjoining Indira Gandhi International Airport, Delhi. The Hurst 

exponent is defined as the index of long-range dependence. It measures a relative tendency of a time 

series either regress strongly to the mean or to cluster in a direction. It is related to fractal dimension which 

gives measure for roughness of surface. The Predictability Index describes the behaviour of time series. The 

data for the above period is taken from Central Pollution Control Board, Government of India. It is observed 

that carbon mono oxide (CO) behavior is unpredictable with Relative Humidity and sulphur-di-oxide (SO 2 ) 

 

 

V. SYSTEM ARCHITECTURE 

 
 

V. CONCLUSION 

   In previous research we addressed the problem of achieved to find out shortest path with minimum pollution 

using Dijkstra Algorithm. To full fill the user requirement for the searching path In this way we have achieved 

to find out shortest path with minimum pollution using Dijkstra Algorithm. Here we are taking AQI index from 

CPCB website which is being updated after every 15-20 minutes. We are taking inputs from user through 

mobile app. Computing shortest path using Dijkstra Algorithm and results are send back to user on mobile app 

and those results are displayed using Google maps with the accurate result.  

 

VI. FUTURE SCOPE 
 

1. System additionally devlop for alternative city’s. 

2. System can be alternative gases for lot of correct result. 
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